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Calls for service: 500 YTD: 3,530
Average response Time from alarm to arrival – emergency:
5 minutes 6 seconds. 90.83% of emergent calls within 8
minutes.

Emergency Medical Service calls: 346
Fire related calls: 119
Other:42: CUR Fire: 9, CUR EMS: 32 Other: 1

Fire Service Trivia….September 2021
Q: Which of the following is Not an actual piece of firefighting
apparatus?
a) An Aerial Ladder Platform which can reach 367’ of
working height
b) An aerial water tanker which holds 24,000 gallons
c) A pumper which can flow more than 10,000 gallons per
minute
d) An ambulance which can carry 123 patients and staff
See “trivia” on page 3 for the answer.
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Chief’s Corner—Chief Jerry Holt
We’ve all heard it before. When someone in the fire service
is asked how they are doing, and they respond with “living
the dream!” What does that mean? Things are going so
well that it “couldn’t be better”? Have they reached “selfactualization” and truly feel that they are doing what they
were born to do? Or does it mean the job is tough and the
strain it puts on people and their families makes it a nightmare? Afterall, a nightmare is still a dream! The truth is,
for different folks it does mean different things and one
thing for sure, this is not everyone’s “dream” job.
I know a fire chief who loved every day of every step of his
career. He loved being a firefighter and he was good at it
not only as a firefighter but as he worked his way through
the chain of command, he excelled at every position. I first
met him when he was a new fire chief. He took a good fire
department and made it outstanding. And he was paid well
for his position, but I can tell you without a doubt, it wasn’t
about the money for him. He loved the job. In fact, he was a
firefighter 24/7/365 – it was who he was, and his world revolved around the fire department. He went on to be the
chief in several other bigger cities and make more and
more money, but I know I am correct in saying that he
would have done any of those jobs for significantly less
money. He loved the job and felt like he was doing what he
truly was meant to do.
Not everyone loves it that much. In fact, some might not
love it at all. I’ve worked with folks that complained every
shift they worked. All they did was complain about the job.
It was “too” this or “too” that. “They” were always wrong
and it was never “us” or “we” but was always “them” to
blame for anything he didn’t like.
“That’s the stupidest thing I have
ever heard” he would say after the
officer walked away from rolling out
a new policy, procedure or SOG. I
don’t think I ever heard him say anything positive about his job or most of
the people he worked with. He complained early and often never missing
an opportunity to “take a break” and
complain.
Later in my career, I ended up having to supervise him. It was about as
pleasant as a root canal with no pain
meds for both of us. Our views of the
work we did clashed, and he was always miserable and did what he
could to make others see his point of view and share in that
misery. He was not “fully involved” with any aspect of his
job. He was never interested in trying to make things better, just complaining. It was sad to see someone that hated
and complained about what they did for a living so much.
It brought everyone around him down.
I learned to see that person differently over the years.
What was once anger and resentment for not being “all in”

and not wanting to put in the effort, to do the work, the
training and all the other parts that go into the job and
ultimately for not loving the job like I did turned to sympathy. What a terrible position to be in where you must go to
work and hate every minute that you are there! Don’t get
me wrong, we all have bad days and maybe even bad
weeks or even during bad times, months but most of us
don’t “hate” to go to work every day. He did and that had to
be tough on him. It had to be tough to even get out of bed
and go to a place where he felt so miserable. I couldn’t relate.
In the end, you must wonder why someone would continue
to work in a place they hate so much and where he had no
interest to put in the work to change things. Could it be
that pay was too good? No, not in that department. Could it
be the 24/48 schedule? It could be as I have known firefighters who were not living the dream but found a way to
get benefits and the freedom to do their “side” job - their
focus – while working the FD schedule. Whatever his reasoning, he was content with hating the job and continued
to work there for several years before finally leaving the
department. I think he was just happy being unhappy.
On the other end of the spectrum, those who answer with
“Living the dream” are much happier. They enjoy the job
but that doesn’t mean that they like everything the way it
is. Perhaps they don’t like this or that, but they realize
that the big picture is bigger than not liking this policy or
that procedure. Most people who say it are doing what they
want to for a living. They also can appreciate that while we
are all paid to do the job, there are far more people doing
this job for free than as a career.
There are few careers where there is
a set of people doing that same job for
free.
“Living the Dream” is a statement
that usually indicates someone who is
happy doing what they are doing. If
one is happy, they are more likely to
work to make it even better. Don’t
like a policy, procedure or SOG, offer
an alternative. Want something to
change, be a change agent. Work to
make it better. (Easier doesn’t always
equal better!) It is very satisfying to
be a part of making positive change.
Especially when it is a change in
something one cares so much about.
For me, I love to hear an enthusiastic “Living the dream”
when I ask someone how they are doing. It can be infectious and brighten my day. At the end of the day, it is up to
you…you can be “living the dream” rather it is a great
dream or nightmare. It is all in how you see it, but if it is a
nightmare for you, perhaps you are in the wrong dream.
Life is too short not to live your dreams...and don’t live “a”
dream, live THE dream!
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Trivia...
Correct Answer, Trick Question – All of these are real

pital on wheels. The largest ambulance was built by Mercedes-Benz and is operated by the Dubai Government's
Go Big or Go Home – the biggest fire apparatus in
Centre of Ambulance Services. It measures 66’ long and
history
articulates to accommodate its length and size. It has a
Like so many things, the idea “go big or go home” seems to total treatment and transport capacity of 123 patients and
staff, besides it’s patient-carrying capability, this ambufit with so much of what we do. It’s funny to compare the
lance also comes with an operating theatre, three intensive
Class A fire apparatus from only 30 years ago to the fire
care units and eight immediate care units. Entering service
apparatus we ride on today. The same can be said for our
ambulances. Even so, UFD apparatus is no match for these in 2009, the ambulance is prepared to respond to any largeoversized vehicles – designed for unique purposes or situa- scale event such as a terrorist attack or collapse.
tions. They may seem unnecessary to us but to the engiFirefighting apparatus doesn’t just roll on land, it someneers and end users, these Biggest & Baddest fill a very
times can fly. Widespread use of airplanes to fight
specific need.
wildland fires occurred in the late 1940’s as surplus planes
In the United States, the largest production aerial ladder is from World War II were converted to use for water drops on
the E-ONE CR 137. Reaching more than 13 stories, this
remote fires. These planes were capable of carrying be137’ straight ladder with pre-piped waterway also extends tween 1000 and 1500 gallons. Helicopters, in use since the
126’ horizontally. But its not even close to the tallest in the
1960’s carry internal tanks or buckets and carry between
world. That honor belongs to the Bronto S-112 HLA, which
can reach an astounding 367’ of working height. This tele- 500 and 1000 gallons. The Supertanker, first proposed in
scoping platform is the rescue version of Bronto’s large lift the early 2000’s, can carry almost 24,000 gallons. Supertankers are converted Boeing 747’s. The supertankers are
working platform, which can be purchased as a work platform, a high lift crane, or a concrete pumping truck. The
actually converted freight-hauling 747’s. Despite their
boom also articulates at 290’ allowing its final 82’ boom to
freight-carrying capability, the planes had to be strengthextend out horizontally as well. The fully automated level- ened to hold the weight of the large capacity. There have
ing system can be set in less than a minute and the lift basbeen three SuperTankers between 2009 and today. And
ket can reach the 33rd story. The only drawback: its stabilizer wingspread is almost 20’, which makes it too wide for while having this asset may seem invaluable, the SuperTanker bills at $250,000 per day, which means it only gets
a lot of spaces and buildings.
requested to the largest fires. Costs for maintaining the
While the Bronto S-112A is available today, the baddest
plane and its lack of certification/use have grounded the
pumper ever retired in 1982. Known as the SuperPumper,
this tractor-drawn pumper was a one-of-a-kind build for the plane as of April 2021. Still, the biggest and baddest fire
FDNY. Due to its network of tall buildings, New York City engine in the sky.
actually has two water distribution networks: the standard
pressure network and a high-volume network. The SuperPumper was designed to tap into that system and deliver
incredibly large amounts of water to
some of the largest complexes in the
world. The concept for the truck was
an off shoot of FDNY’s fleet of fireboats, which were often used to pump
larger amounts of water to fires near
the water. Besides its massive pump,
the truck also was equipped with an
equally massive Stang monitor that
had an 8-inch barrel capable of flowing 10,000 gpm. Between 1965 and
1982, the truck responded to more
than 2000 calls throughout New York.

SuperTanker dropping fire retardant.

When you think of an ambulance, you
likely think of the one-patient type.
Several departments have outfitted
buses to function as stationary field
ambulances capable of handling a dozen patients or more. But the largest
ambulance in the world is its own hosUrbandale Fire Department · On the Line · September 2021
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Other programs/training/projects completed by UFD in July:

Training Report: 872 hours of training were completed in July
Fire Training: 615 hours

EMS Training: 257 hours

Prevention & Inspection Activities:
•

Completed 42 inspections

•

Completed 46 re-inspections

•

Completed 10 preplans

•

Conducted 39 plan reviews

•

Conducted public education/PR for 257 people (166 children & 91 adults)

•

Replaced 7 smoke detector batteries

•

Conducted 3 Car Seat checks

•

Conducted 1 “drive by” celebration
*Training and prevention/public relation efforts are for the previous month.

What’s Happening Around the Department…

• The last staff meeting was August 12th and the meeting
notes have been posted. The next schedule staff meeting is
September 9, 2021 @ 0730 hrs. and Chief Cardwell will be
the facilitator. If you have items you’d like to see discussed,
please work through your officer to get those items on the
agenda.
• As stated last month, the time for you to have items considered for the budget year starting July 1, 2022 is now. CIP
and regular budget items are due to be submitted to the
Chief by 9/2 for consideration.

• We are planning for a special tour of the station for those
POC who have retired/left the department. This group of
folks represents the “base” of our patch and are represented by the color black. We plan on giving them a tour of the
station on October 8, 2021 @ 4 p.m.
• The City will conduct an Employee Appreciation Pancake
Breakfast on October 1st. The event will take place at the
Giovannetti Shelter House in Walker Johnson Park.

• The City will host the annual “Grill & Chill” on September
10, 2021.

• The Annual City Service Awards will be conducted on November 4th this year. It is during this luncheon that team
members are recognized for service millstones. Look for
more details in the coming months.

• We will be conducting an “open house” for Station #43 on
September 30, 2021. We will host the open house and that
will be followed by the Mayor delivering his “State of the
City” address from Station # 43. Parking will be limited and
we are working out the details...the growth of COVID may
necessitate the cancelation of this event. Stay tuned.

• The effort to achieve accreditation is moving forward. In
July, we moved to the next step and became an “Applicant
Agency” and our hopes are that we will become a
“Candidate Agency” in early 2022. We hope to have a successful site visit and look forward to being awarded accreditation in August of 2022.

The patch colors: The color Red - symbolizes the life and continued growth of our FD.
Gold trim - symbolizes that Firefighters, like gold, will withstand trial by fire and still remain.
Black background - represents the foundation built by our past members and we will never forget all
they have given in the line of duty.
Our Mission is to preserve life, protect property, and promote safety through education.
Our Core Values: Pride, Respect, Duty, Unity, Integrity, and Compassion.
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“You’ve Been Caught Doing An Outstanding Job”
We continue to recognize your efforts. Whenever we receive a thank you letter, card or a phone call, we pass that along to the people
involved in the form of a “You’ve Been Caught Doing An Outstanding Job” letter. As of August 23rd, we have sent 122 notices to our
personnel. The following people received “You’ve Been Caught” notices since our last newsletter:

FF/PM Andrew Klenk & FF/PM Josh Lux: We received a thank you note that was sent to Chief Roe for a transport
by A423 (& E220). The patient’s note reads “Your ambulance service is really great! My thanks to all of the EMTs guys,
especially Andrew! (7/19/21 – 1701 Campus Drive – Clive)
FF/PM Matt Linge, Lt Josh Boyle, D/E Eric Ennen, FF/EMT Logan Davis, FF/EMT Jeff Gilchrest, Prevention/
Pub Education Specialist Dave Wyner & Fire Marshal Jon Rech: UPD received a note on their Facebook page
thanks the FD for their participation and calling out FF/PM Matt Linge for “making a difference”.

FM Jon Rech, Lt. Boyle, Prevention/Public Education Specialist Dave Wyner, D/E Eric Ennen, FF/PM
Matt Linge, FF/PM Dennis May, FF/EMT Logan Davis, & FF/PM Watson: Just wanted to pass along UPD’s
thanks for your attendance at the National Night Out. They sent a thank you note thanking us for our participation. The note reads “All – Thank you for coming and helping make this NNO great. I know everyone loves seeing
firemen/women and paramedics. We really appreciate all of you every day. CSO Megan Tellner – Please pass on to
42 & 43”
A special shout out to Tad for participating in the donut eating contest…even though it was against cops who have
a special infinity towards eating donuts! Thanks for representing the FD
F/PM Matt Dominguez, FF/PM Logan Derry, FF/EMT Walker Grimes, Lt. Josh Boyle, D/E Drew Stiles and
FF/PM Dennis May: A patient you transported on 7/23/21 stopped by the station yesterday to drop off a bag of coffee for
you. She wanted to thank you all for the care she received. Nice work.

Thanks to all of you for providing outstanding service!!
At the August 24, 2021 Urbandale City Council meeting, three
successful CPR events were recognized. Unfortunately, COVID
restrictions kept us from meeting in person.
This is not just about UFD personnel. The links in the "chain
of survival" are important and in these cases, there were several people holding the chain together; our partners at WestCom do a tremendous job of taking calls and getting us the
right information as well as providing CPR instructions for the
caller, and law enforcement plays a role in that they often arrive early and in one of these cases, Clive Police Department
officers arrived first and delivered early defibrillation.
All three cases are great example of everyone working together
for the people we serve. In all of these cases, the patients were
discharged from the hospital representing yet another link in
the chain of survival - post cardiac arrest care, recovery and
rehab. All of our staff are recognized with a commendation bar
and non-UFD employees are recognized with a Certificate of
appreciation. Those recognized were:

• 59 y/o patient
Dispatcher directed CPR – Dispatcher Erick Gunzenhauser
Clive PD provided defibrillation
Officer Odessa Clark
Officer Brian Kempnich
FF/PM Tad Watson
FF/PM Matt Dominguez
Capt. Derek Manser
D/E Dave Burns
FF/EMT Ryan Moore
FF/PM Scott Towers
• 21 y/o
WestCom: Dispatcher Jesse Hilsabeck
FF/PM Beth Harris
FF/PM Walker Grimes
Lt. Cory Macumber
D/E Drew Stiles
FF/EMT Aldin Ramic

• 62 y/o patient
WestCom: Dispatcher Jesse Hilsabeck -dispatch directed CPR
FF/PM Matt Linge
FF/PM Dominic Madonia
Lt. Josh Boyle
D/E Eric Ennen
FF/PM Joe Mitchell
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Member Profile...
Member Profile: Logan Davis

PT – FF/EMT Length of time with Urbandale Fire: 4 months

Why I was interested in UFD: The positive attitudes of the people that work here and the
amazing training opportunities.
Preview EMS Experience: 8 months with Altoona Fire Dept.
Previous Fire Experience: 6 years with Chariton Volunteer Fire Dept and 8 months with
Altoona Fire Dept.
Family life: Paige, my girlfriend of 5 ½ years. We also have a 1-year-old dog named Cooper.
Professional work: PT at Altoona Fire and PT at Urbandale Fire
Activities or hobbies I enjoy: Kayaking and walking our dog.
Favorite TV Programs: Emergency
Favorite movies: Burn: One Year on the Frontlines of the Battle to Save Detroit
Last book that I read: My book for Paramedic School.
Most memorable moment with UFD: My time in the academy, getting to meet new people and learn the Urbandale
way, but mostly having fun and learning so much from the new people I have met here. Everyone here is awesome!
Most memorable moment outside of UFD: My time at Mercy College for EMT school, my classmates and instructor
made it fun and memorable.
Personal goals: To obtain a FT position with UFD and to obtain my Paramedic Certification
What I enjoy about the Urbandale Fire Dept: I enjoy the people I work with, the trainings we have, the relationship
with the community, and the willingness my coworkers have to help out others.
Favorite saying: "Don't be afraid to go after what you want to do, and what you want to be. But don't be afraid to be
willing to pay the price" -- Lane Frost
Urbandale Fire Department is a great place, full of great people. I am very grateful for the opportunity I have to work
here!

Safety Tip...
Safety Tip: Take Time to Assess the Scene
It’s easy to get tunnel vision. You’re tired and have been
running multiple calls. Or it’s 3:00 in the morning after a
busy shift. You want to quickly get the call done. But take
the time to look at the scene, your surroundings. You never
know what you might be walking into.
From FireRescue1: Kansas firefighter electrocuted at scene of vehicle crash identified.
A Kansas firefighter died Sunday after he was shocked by
a power line at the scene of a vehicle crash near Rolla.

and firefighter arrived on the scene minutes later. Morton
County Fire Department Firefighter Joshua Schwindt was
searching for the victims of the
crash when he made contact
with a damaged power line.
Other responders began CPR,
and Schwindt was rushed to
the Morton County Hospital
where he succumbed to his
injuries a short time later.

Morton County deputies and emergency crews responded
to the scene of a rollover crash near Rolla, and a deputy
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Congratulations!
•

To Jackson and Carmen Salters on their new arrival
Benjamin Criz Salter
arrived at 14:41 on 8/4.
Mom and baby are doing
fine.

•

To the Popes. Craig Pope
has joined the ranks of
Grandpa club with Nikia giving birth 8/20 to Emmett at
1:34am. Mom and baby doing well. Not sure about
Craig and his new status ...

As part of our Community Risk Reduction program, Lt. Cory
Macumber and FF/PM Matt Linge conducted a “Stop the Bleed”
program for MidAmerican Energy in August.
Community Risk Reduction (CRR) is not a mysterious program. It
is the evaluation of risk in our community and finding ways to intervene and reduce the risk/impacts of events. Fire prevention is a
part of that but there are many other opportunities for us to reduce risk within our community. Fall prevention, CPR instruction,
fire safety are all part of our CRR program. It is not just about fire
safety—it is about keeping our community safe and prepared for
those events that are likely to happen and ARE happening in our
community.
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